
C U R E B O T
Your Personal Helper



O V E R V I E W
THE PROBLEM:  
Stress and anxiety feelings are common among young people nowadays. 
In this fast-paced society, how do people deal with pressure? 

THE SOLUTION:  
Curebot is a chatbot and can give users psychology instructions through 
chatting. The users can chat with their idols to relax. The chatbot can also 
find chat-mate who share the same concern.  

MEMBERS & ROLES： 
Yudi Jia (UX Designer, UX Researcher) 
Yinmiao Li (UX Designer, UI Designer) 
Yutong Liu (UX Designer, UX Researcher) 

TOOLS: 
Pen & Paper & iPad (Storyboard)  
Balsamiq (Wireframes)  
Marvel (Prototype)  
Sketch (Visual Design & Prototype)



R E S E A R C H
According to the survey, only 2% 
person never feel pressure from our 
sample.

24.2% of the sample choose chatting 
as the useful way to relax.  



R E S E A R C H

Since our project is related to chatbot, we considered our app as companion 

type chatbot in the perspective of market. And in the perspective of industrial, 

our CureBot is chatbot in the middle of small talk type and task-based type.



D E V E L O P M E N T
STORYBOARD



PERSONA

Jacky Wang
Age:22

Work: Student
Character: Star-chaser, 
Anxious and stressed all the 
time
Location: Shanghai

Bio 
I am Jacky Wang, a college student who feels anxious and 
stressed all the time. I worry about not only my school work, 
but also my future professional career path. I always feel 
stressed when homework and classes are hard, and I’m not 
even able to complete other tasks. Usually, I will choose to chat 
with different people, shop online, and play games to 
overcome anxiety. Sometimes, I post my concerns and worries 
online to seek help from strangers. I am not expecting any 
results to solve the problem, but only for some suggestions and 
comforts. Moreover, I like chasing stars, by watching their 
performances and photos I also feel comforts.

Goals Frustrations
• Find an efficient way to 

relieve stress 
• Perform better 

academically

• Homework are too hard 
• Peer Pressure 
• Confused about the 

future



SCENARIO 

I am Jacky Wang, a college student. I feel anxious and stressed all the time. I worry about 
not only my school work, but also my future professional career path. My peers perform 
way better than me, and my ranking is too low, so I am under huge peer pressure. When I 
am anxious, it is not easy for me to overcome that feeling, and I'm not even able to 
complete other tasks. I usually open “Stress Killer” at this time. Since I like chasing stars, 
after chatting with a robot about my pressure, I will choose to chat with my idol. And 
because of nothing, I would feel much better even by simply seeing her selfies and 
watching her videos. And even though I know I am chatting with a “robot”, instead of the 
real her, I would still feel a lot better. Since I am actually not expecting any results to solve 
the problem, but only expecting some suggestions and some comforts, and that 
comforts are from my favorite idol. 



PERSONA

Esther Yu
Age:21

Work: Student

Character: Naive, Pretty,  
Star-chaser

Location: Guangzhou

Bio 
I am Esther Yu, and I am a college student. I have lots of school 
work to do, but I am not organized and always procrastinate 
until the deadline, I seldom make schedules and plans for my 
tasks. Even though I am aware of my weakness, I couldn’t help 
watching videos and TV dramas, especially comedies which 
can help me escape from my stress and worries. Every time I 
feel stressed, I read the stories of my idols. His experience of 
overcoming the obstacles cheers me up. Moreover, I am willing 
to chat with strangers and listen up to their stories and 
concerns, by doing so,  I feel accompanied.

Goals Frustrations
• No Procrastination 
• more encouragement 
• Improve study efficiency 
• Need company

• Easy to be stressed 
• Procrastinate a lot 
• Hard to follow the 

schedule



SCENARIO 

I am Esther Yu, and I’m a college student. I have tons of work to do everyday but I’m not 
organized at all and always procrastinate till the last minute. I get very stressed when I 
find lots of work piling up and I have to finish all of them before the deadline. Everytime I 
get stressed, I would choose to use “stress killer” to reduce my anxiety. I first chat with a 
Siri-like robot, tell it about my pressure, and after a few minutes, I will choose to chat with 
my idol, Lisa. Her sweet voice makes me feel relaxed, and her past experience of 
overcoming all the obstacles in her life and finally became a successful idol motivated me 
not to give up my dream and continue with my work. I am able to forget my stressful 
feelings and calm down and back to study after chatting with her, listening to her songs, 
and watching her performance for a while. 



PERSONA

August Cai
Age:22

Work: Student

Character: Writer, Sensitive,  
Chuunibyou

Location: Urumqi

Bio 
I am August Cai, a college student who wishes to be a critical 
writer in the future. I love writing blogs and articles about the 
society’s news, political issues, and articles to express my own 
moods. Even though I look forward to responses from other 
people who hold the same values as me, but if there are no 
reponses or likes to my articles, it is also acceptable. 
When I feel concerned, I like playing games, watching healing 
videos, or chatting with a healing figure. I like to communicate 
with people to exchange our ideas and thoughts, especially 
those who has a facetious talking style, but I dislike any 
conversations with counseling purposes.

Goals Frustrations
• Finish my homework 
• Straight A 
• Peace and love for the 

world

• Irascibility for tiny issues 
• Too worried about 

everything 
• Easy to be influenced



SCENARIO 

I am August Cai, I’m a college student. I wish I could be a writer in the future. I hope my 
novels are interesting and critical at the same time. But sometimes, I don’t have that 
much fresh ideas. And once I get stuck, I feel so stressful and am not able to think. 
Everytime I get stressed, I would choose to use “stress killer” to reduce my anxiety. I first 
chat with a Siri-like robot, tell it about my pressure, and after a few minutes, I will choose 
to chat with my peers, someone who also like writings and have the same concerns. They 
can understand my anxiety. And I love to show them my writings, most of the time, they 
can give me encouragement and I get more confident. And sometimes even better, they 
can give me some useful feedback. It not only helps me polish my works, but also 
provides me new ideas. These interactions make me calm down and back to writings.  



USER FLOW 

 



U S E R  T E S T I N G



U S E R  T E S T I N G



U S E R  T E S T I N G



WIREFRAMES
M O C K  U P



P R O D U C T I O N
SKETCH — LOW FIDELITY



2nd ROUND USERS’ FEEDBACK 

After arranged meetings and showing the design to several potential users 
(including NYUSH students, students from other universities and 2 product 
managers from a company), the feedback is listed below: 
• The color/design of the button when it’s being pressed conveys a negative 
message because it is darker than the original one, which does not fit the 
curing goal of this project.  
The wording in the chatting interface is a bit too normal and simple. There 
need to be something unique in the wording to attract users. 
• The color is a bit cold. Try different colors to make the design warmer and 
see which one suits the best for this app.



IMPROVEMENTS 

We reconsider the style of our app. It is not only an app related to 
psychology, but also healing and cute. One of the target users is idols’ fans, 
which they love the positive and cute side of the idols. So the style should be 
more lively.  
•Change the theme color to orange, which represents lively and healing. 
•Change the robot figure to a cuter and more concrete one. 
•Make better use of the fonts’ colors, sizes and thickness to present the 
information to users.  
• The chatting bubble is not required when the robot presenting information.  



SKETCH — HIGH FIDELITY 



SKETCH — HIGH FIDELITY 



L E A R N I N G S
Start Simple 

Designers’ overall arrangement of the product is usually 
complicated with various features and designs. But to 
reach the expected result, it’s better to start simple for a 
clearer logic and further steps. 

Style Consistency 
Designers’ should have a continuous consideration of the 
app. How would the market define this app? How would 
the users define the app? The font and the color should 
match with the app’s features. 

Chatbot Design 
There are many types of chatbot. Chatbot always requires 
more design thinking than others. There are more special 
cases in chatbot, the script design is very important.


